ABOUT US

Since our founding in 1994, Woodways is proud to offer a truly
custom approach to your cabinetry and furniture manufacturing
needs. Based in Grand Rapids, Michigan, with our manufacturing
plant located in nearby Zeeland, we provide limitless possibilities for
custom cabinetry. By pairing a Woodways designer and engineer on
every project, we successfully create one-of-a-kind design concepts
based on the vision of our clients—builders like you, architects,
designers, and private customers.
We offer unparalleled flexibility and precision with a great focus on
quality, superb craftsmanship, and innovative designs. After our
merge in 2018 with the Zordan Group, we’re excited to add a blend of
local and European influences, contemporary designs, and modern
fabrication concepts to our brand and our clients.
At Woodways, we’re proud to be locally rooted and European inspired.
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OUR SERVICE

WHY WOODWAYS

We understand your business and your needs as a
builder. We serve as your partner to create a successful
experience for all involved. We work closely with you to
design, craft, and execute your vision.

OUR TEAM
We have an in-house team of engineers and designers
dedicated to ensuring you receive the knowledge and
attention you and your client deserve. From our Design
Lab to our Workshop, we have the tools and an
established process in place to deliver and meet your
highest expectations.

OUR WORK
We offer 100% custom cabinetry from start to finish,
with an intended 6-week lead-time (may vary depending
on specifics and size of the project), precise project
management, and a variety of finishing capabilities.
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WHAT WE OFFER

DESIGN LAB

WORKSHOP

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE

We provide a hands-on visual

Each step of our process takes place

We get it. You need someone you can

approach made possible with our

in Michigan, starting with the initial

trust with your clients as well as

Design Lab and Showroom located in

conception of the design and ending

someone who is flexible and

Grand Rapids. It's perfect for getting

with the final finish. From veneer to

understands a builder's needs. From

inspiration, meeting with your client,

high-gloss, we have the in-house

budget to timeline, we're confident

and exploring the endless custom

capabilities to fulfill all of your

about our products and how we can

options that we can offer you.

design and manufacturing

help you succeed.

requirements locally.
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OUR DESIGN LAB AND SHOWROOM

HANDS-ON INSPIRATION

MOCK-UP KITCHEN

GALLERY OF OUR WORK

With hundreds of samples, our space

With our Mobile Kitchen, our

From modern to traditional designs,

is designed to showcase different

designers have the capability of

you'll find a variety of examples of

construction possibilities,

modeling and manifesting future

our projects in our showroom. Not

accessories, door styles, hardware,

spaces. This tool provides clients the

only is a great opportunity to see

countertops, and finishes. Our Design

opportunity to visualize and

what we're capable of creating, it's

Lab offers the opportunity to select

experience their kitchen space,

also the chance to see and interact

the perfect materials for future

allowing for quick and confident

with potential options, view finishes,

spaces.

decision-making.

and reach exciting solutions.
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OUR WORKSHOP

CLOSE PROXIMITY

MICHIGAN MADE QUALITY

FLEXIBILITY

Located in Zeeland, our Workshop is

From start to finish, our products are

Whether it is managing an

home to our team of engineers and

all manufactured in our Zeeland

installation, providing training

our manufacturing headquarters. We

plant. We're proud of our high quality

sessions on best practices, or having

have an open-door policy—come visit

craftsmanship and precision in our

your crew handle it all, we're always

us at any point and we'll help find

Michigan-made products.

happy to work with your requirements

solutions to your specific needs.

and practices—in fact, that's what
we're here for.
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WHY WOODWAYS FOR YOUR CLIENTS
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Clients can stop by our Design Lab and Showroom located
in Grand Rapids to meet with our team or visit the
Workshop in Zeeland to see their cabinets in progress.

EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE
We have over 25 years of experience designing and
delivering truly custom cabinetry for our Michigan
clientele. We know how to deliver success.

TRULY CUSTOM CABINETRY
Our cabinets are 100% custom-made, making them the
perfect option for bringing our clients' vision to life. We
also offer a diverse range of designs from contemporary
to traditional aesthetics. We pride ourselves on our
exceptional quality and craftsmanship.
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THE WOODWAYS TIMELINE
Expected 6-week lead-time
(may vary depending on project specifics and situation)

DESIGN & SIGN-OFF

MANUFACTURING

QUALITY CHECK

DELIVERY

Work with one of our in-

Cabinets manufactured in

Ensures the highest quality

Delivery and installation

house designers and your

our Zeeland Workshop

available if desired

client to bring their vision to
life
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OUR HISTORY
LOCAL ROOTS

EUROPEAN FLAVOR

Woodways was founded in 1994 in

In 2018, we were excited to merge

Grand Rapids, Michigan, as a custom

with the Zordan Group, an Italian

cabinetry and furniture company

company specializing in the shop-

catering to the needs of the West

fitting industry. With over 50 years

Michigan community. Our products

of experience, Zordan services

were designed and manufactured in

luxury brands, including Fendi,

Zeeland, Michigan. 25 years later, all

Bulgari, and Ferragamo. Known for

our products continue to be proudly

their incredible craftsmanship,

Michigan made, from the initial

we're proud to represent the

design to the final touches.

Zordan brand's commitment to
excellence in West Michigan.
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RECENT RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

More samples of our projects are available on our website (www.woodwayscustom.com) or our Houzz page (https://www.houzz.com/pro/woodways/woodways)

THE TALK ABOUT TOWN
"I can highly recommend Woodways. From first contact
to final detail, I was impressed. The cabinets are of high
quality. So many choices and expert advice. I had a
vision for my kitchen and Woodways totally delivered. I
am very pleased with the end result. The whole project
went very well and within my timeline. All the staff, from
designers to installers were competent and professional
and easy to work with. I will enjoy my new kitchen for
many years to come."
— Ruth D.
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WE'D LOVE TO CONNECT
We value the relationships with our clients and
we'd love the opportunity to meet you in person.
VISIT OUR DESIGN LAB
4265 28th Street
Grand Rapids, MI 49512

VISIT OUR WORKSHOP
665 Construction Court
Zeeland, Michigan 49464
Mon-Thu: 9am—5:30pm
Fri: 9am—5pm
Sat: By appointment only
Sun: Closed

EMAIL ADDRESS
info@woodwayscustom.com

PHONE NUMBER
(616) 956-3070

WWW.WOODWAYSCUSTOM.COM

